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ABSTRACT
The problem of telework access is one of an organisational type, as it is above all, a cultural problem. In
order to foster a proper introduction of telework into organisations a paradigm shift is required replacing
the technological paradigm with an educational-training one. Only by focusing our attention on the
people of an organisation (moving from the decision-makers to the teleworkers) can we assure that
telework becomes a new, easily-accessible method of work. This applies for any type of organisation
and for any type of telework.
TES - Telework Education System was a project financed within the scope of the Community
Programme Leonardo da Vinci Second Phase during the period 2000-2003. Today, TES is a centre for
distance learning on telework and e-Learning that is addressed to decision-makers, managers, training
operators, workers of public and private organisations, students and future teleworkers. This work will
illustrate the results of the project and the structure, products, services that TES is capable today of
delivering. But it also wants to be a consideration on the difficulties encountered that prevent telework
from being an “real alternative” in the wide scenario of differing work “modalities” and wants to provide
some viable solutions to this problem.
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1 INTRODUCTION: TES INTUITIONS
TES, as the subtitle recites, is a Telework Training, Information and Guidance project. When TES was
conceived for the very first time in 1999, almost 5 years ago, the concept of Telework was pretty
different from today. At the time some of us was
overseeing in an Italian project, managed by the City
of Naples, named “TELEWORK AND LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT” (Project Manager was Mr.
Salvatore DI MAIO, one of the co-authors of this
work), a project that aimed at achieving a
Sustainable and Transferrable Model of Inserting
Telework into Public Administration, a Model in
which Telework was seen, from the modern
technical standapoint, not so much and not only as a
“new work modality with which the worker can

provide the work preformance in every time and
place”, but above all as “means to valorise the role
and action of Public Administration” in a vision that
sees it as a “Social Enterprise driving force of Local Development”.

That project was a very worthwhile experience that saw the City of Naples, in those years, as the main
player in the field of Telework in Public Administration, not only at the national level, but European one
too. It has received numerous awards, among which we would like to recall the European Telework
Award (the highest European recognition for telework projects active in the Community), in November
1999, for the category “Best Support Public Initiative”. And in November of 2000 the European eWork
Award 2000 in the category “Best Initiative Support Inclusion”.
But this experience gave rise in us awareness that the introducton of Telework in any reality, in any
organisation, had two strong critical points:
- the need for technology
- the need for skills
Usually, organisations manage pretty easily in overcoming the technological gap, if it decides to
embrace telework within. It is really only a matter of cost that may be more or less high depending on
the type of activity one decides to render as “teleworkable”.

The second aspect – “foster the acquiring of skills for telework” – placed and still places today problems
of greater scope and complexity. We intend, obviously, skills of the workers and skills of the
organization.
And it is exactly the latter problem, that is the acquisition of skills for telework, that has been the grounds
on which our consideration, in 1999, had taken on an innovative viewpoint. We had reached the
awareness that “to telework” is not a skill that can be “taught” as any other type of professional skill. We
must not and can not talk only of “telework training”: it is not enough to teach someone how to use a
Personal Computer, Internet, email, Chat, Forums, Teleconferencing, Notebook, Mobile phone, explain
what telework is and how one teleworks, to provide a worker with the skills and sufficient abilities to
become a “Teleworker”.
In these years we have understood that we must talk about “telework education” and not only “telework
training”.
Telework is a “habit of mind”, it is the summary of a range of abilities that are independent from
technology, although it does employ those tools offered by it, and is independent from the type of work,
although certain working performances are more “teleworkable” than others.
These abilities are those which unroot from one’s own approach – mental, psychological, social – to
work, dependence from a particular place and time allowing to place the work practice in a “flexible
completeness” in which only the objective remains determined, but in which at any time, and in any
place, one can decide to work or not work, without ever losing one’s awareness and desire to deliver
that working practice, to reach the goals that work places in front of us.
This habit of mind cannot be built through “technological training” only, but it can be “through a
psychological and behavioural education”.
And this was our intution in 1999 that made us think of a telework project that was based on the
paradigm, “not only training, but telework education”.
But our approach, in building the Project, was even broader. It was exactly in the years of 1999-2000
that the concept of telework took on a wider base. We started learning that “telework” was not only
distance delivery of a work preformance, but a complex set of “new ways of working” in a wider
multitude of contexts. We started talking of “e-Work”, a term which includes within all the work
applications that have in telematics the main principle for realising the independence from space and
time. Broadening the concept of “worker”, with the term “e-Work” we brought together practices
regarding : e-Business, e-Commerce, e-Marketing, e-Government, e-Learning. And in this aggregation
the “Knowledge Society” was born.
It is exactly within the area of e-Learning that we have seen the crucial event key of the paradigmatic
approach of our TES project, synthesized in the slogan: “not only training, but telework education”.

Let’s see why!

The question we posed more strongly was: «“not only training, but telework education”, a great slogan,

but how do you exactly educate soomeone in telework? What is the difference between telework
education and training?».

From a conceptual viewpoint, the answer is pretty straightforward and anyone interested in Teaching
and Educational and Training Systems can answer: «a people is ‘trained’ for a specific skill, when he is

placed alongside the learning process of knowledge that underlie this skill, a people is ‘educated’ to
those skills, when he is placed alongside the application process of the abilities that this skill provides».

In this scenario of training and education the Information Society is no longer, only, “Knowledge
Society”, but becomes “Relationship Society”!
But if this was the basis of our paradigm, it seemed impossible to find a unitary system that crossed and
could globally educate “workers” to telework of any type (blue collar and white collar workers, artisans,
tradesmen, decision-makers, managers, professionals, students, ordinary citizens) and any type of
“organisations” (public, private, small, medium, large) and of any sector (industry, trade, crafts, health,
etc.).
«How could we place a multitude of players so different from each other alongside, to educate them in
their application process of the abilities that telework skills provide? »
And here we believe lies our most important discovery, the discovery that makes TES an effective
“telework education” system: «in order to train and educate individuals to telework you must put them
into an Aided Distance Learning process»!
Therefore, in order to educate individuals, and consequently, organisations, to telework “we must
accustom them to Learn at Distance”, accustom them to e-learning. But not “whatever” e-Learning
contest, rather a strongly “aided” e-Learning, a distance training in which the rapport of the person
trained with the virtual training environment is not restricted to the only fruition of content through the
Net, but immersion in a context in which specific individuals – tutors, trainers, persons responsible for
educational processes – make up an organisational environment of people capable of “taking care of the
e-Learner”, “to uphold motivation”, to “control and uphold interest”, of trainers, that is, that “work as
innovation hunters”, assuming the traits of “cognitive consultants” (just as “cognitive ergonometrics” are
defined.)
Today's e-Learner will become tomorrow's e-Worker!

We learned that if we were able to build a System where the knowledge on telework was supplied
through an Aided Distance Learning environment of the kind just mentioned, we could contextually
“shape the knowledge for telework and educate to the teleworked practice”.
And so, in front of our eyes a stimulating world of research and development unfolded for building an
effective Telework Training, Information and Guidance system. TES has realised, practically, a
technological-organisational system capable of delivering information and training services about
telework.
In this article we will describe the results obtained and what TES is today.
In the following chapters we will analyse in depth the TES structure and the products and services that
it can deliver. In the last chapter we will present the players that have realised TES and the institutional
context in which it has developed.
Good Reading!
2 THE PROJECT
The "TES – TELEWORK EDUCATION SYSTEM" is
financed to the "Francesco GIORDANI" Industrial
Technical Institute in Naples (Italy) by the European
Community Program LEONARDO DA VINCI SECOND
PHASE. The Project witnessed participation from a
partnership of five countries: Italy, Greece, Ireland,
Romania, and Spain. The Project was realized in three
years (2001 – 2003). The partnership was composed of
Public Administrations, Employment Agencies, Higher
Scholastic Institutions, Universities, Research Centres,
and Organisations dedicated to trainers.
The Project has created an innovative model for a
Training, Guidance and Information System for Telework that can guarantee a proper introduction to
telework in organisations through meaningful training programs for employees. But. as we have said, in
order for this training to be effective and efficient, TES has based its research on the founding
assumption that the idea of "telework training" alone is not sufficient, and that it is also necessary to talk
about "telework education", which poses the educational event as the beginning of a process for
acquiring the basic skills necessary both for employers and people preparing to enter the workplace, but
also to people in the roles of decision makers and managers in organisations. In this sense the Project
sets goals that can imply powerful consequences both in the workplace and on the training and
education system.
In order to reach its objectives, TES created an articulated distributed technological infrastructure, that
provides training and information services. This infrastructure is managed by a services centre, called
TTC - TES Teleservices Center (located at the "F. GIORDANI" Institute, and uses one specific portal
(TES Portal), which can be accessed at www.leonardotes.org, to provide the following services:
training services and support for trainers, such as:
- e-learning training courses on telework and on distance learning
- assistance in conceiving, planning, and creating new training modules and courses on telework
and on distance learning
- use of experimental telework environments (based on the simulation of the processes)
training services for end-users, such as:
- introductory e-learning courses on telework and its application in various contexts
- supply of support materials and further information
- use of experimental telework environments (based on the simulation of the processes)
information and orientation services on telework aimed at the various targets, and in particular
regarding:
- the legal aspects involved with telework
- good practices for telework created in Europe
- training initiatives created in Europe
- a general orientation on the world of telework in Europe
The entire TES Training System uses e-learning, and in the TES Teleservices Centre, TES has
integrated its own Distance Training Platform and an entire area of the System called "Education and
Training" (managed through a specific sub-Web of the same name) has the task of guiding users in their
Training Offers, allow participants to enrol in Courses, provide the training, etc.
At the end of its course, the TES Project created:
a) A network infrastructure able to manage TES as a Service Provider of both the partner Intranet and
Internet users.

b) A Distance Training Platform, called e-Learning TES Platform, in line with the principal international
standards, and equipped with subsystems for Managements of the Classes, Provision of Courses,
Training Supervision, and Communications with Users, all supporting the Training, the development
and authoring of the Courses
c) The TES Teleservices Centre, that manages TES’s Processing and Communications Infrastructure,
its Computer System, the e-learning supply system, the development systems of the information
division and the courses, and the e-Learning TES Platform.
d) The Portal to supply the Training and Information Services of TES
e) Ten Distance Training Courses in the area of Telework, Project Management, and e-learning. Each
Course is complete with materials for use in distance learning, Control Tests, and In-Depth
Materials.
f) A Consulting and Support Service for Trainers on introducing Telework Modules/Courses as part of
courses of study and on using of distance Learning techniques and methods.
g) A broad interactive, informational WEB - inserted in the Portal - on telework training and, in general,
on telework, including forums and other methods for comparison on the theme.
3 TES EDUCATIONAL OFFERS
3.1. General Aspects
TES Course Offers consist of a series of Courses aimed at various types of target audiences. All
Courses deal with themes related to telework and e-learning (which, incidentally, is viewed as one of the
main
forms
of
telework.)
Because TES is directed
principally to trainers, the widest
range of training courses offered
are directed at this target
category, but there is no lack of
courses for managers or
teleworkers (actual and future).
All TES Courses are based on
the use of the e-learning TES
platform, and therefore all
courses
are
conducted
exclusively with the distancelearning model.
Each Course is organized in a
series of one or more Modules,
and each Module includes one
or more final tests.
The TES Training Management
System
includes
various
professionals as points of
reference: from the Training Manager to the Course Managers, to the Tutors, to Secretarial Services for
support of course participants. TES course participants may be individual citizens who want to gain
skills and understanding of telework, or groups of participants from the same or different organisations.
3.2. Target
TES is directed at four types of principal target audience:
- Trainers
- Decision Makers
- Managers
- Teleworkers
Each category includes various types of users:

3.2.1. Trainers

In this category we include: Trainers, Teachers, Tutors,
Training Processes Designers, Training Processes
Managers.

3.2.2. Decision Makers

In the Public Administration we have: Councillors, Directors, Central Managers.

In the Business area we include: Entrepreneurs, Directors / Administrators of SMEs, Department
Directors of Large Businesses.
In the Education and Training area we refer the courses to: Institutional Council Members, University
Council Members, School Principals / Directors, Rectors / Deans.

3.2.3. Manager

The Public Administration Manager about which we think are: Services Directors, Department Directors,
Coordinators.
The Business Managers are: Computer Department Directors, Administration and Business Department
Directors, Personnel and Human Resources Department Directors.
In the Education and Training area we’ll have: Point of Reference in the School System, University
Department Coordinators, Management of Training Departments.

3.3.4 Teleworkers

The category of the Teleworkers and future Teleworkers includes: Employees, Professionals, University
Students, High School Students.
3.3. The Courses
Course offers at TES currently consist of 10 Courses. Each Course is directed at one or more target
audiences, and each Course has a different level of difficulty, and therefore, different minimum
durations.
- INTRODUCTION TO TELEWORK
- TELEWORK COURSE FOR TRAINERS
- PLANNING THE TELEWORK
- TELEWORK AS BUSINESS
- TELEWORK IN THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
- TELEWORK IN THE TRAINING AREA
- TECHNOLOGIES FOR TELEWORK
- INTRODUCTION TO E-LEARNING
- E-LEARNING COURSE FOR TRAINERS
- E-AUTHORING FOR E-LEARNING
3.4. The Modules
Each Course is segmented into Modules of varying difficulty, and each Module calls for a final test.
Actually, in TES there are 22 Modules:
- Introduction to Telework
- A Paradigm for Telework
- From Paradigm to Models
- Telework as Project: The Public Administration Example
- Telework as Business: the Guidelines
- Telework as Project and Business: the Training Area Example
- Project Management
- Computer Tools for Project Management
- Development Criteria for development of Telework Projects
- Internet and other Networkst
- Research in the Net
- Electronic Mail
- Forum, chat and Teleconferencing
- Distance Learning
- Means and tools for e-learning
- Roles in e-learning
- e-Learning TES Platform
- Didactic Methodologies for e-learning
- Standard for the e-Learning Platforms
- How to realize an e-learning course
- Content Production for e-Learning
- e-Authoring in TES
3.5. Courses Description
To complete our overview of the TES Training Offers we will now describe, for every Course, the
objectives.

INTRODUCTION TO TELEWORK
The Course represents a general introduction to Telework and its methods for use. It allows the users to
acquire the main knowledge on telework. Due to its general nature it can be addressed to all kinds of
recipients, especially, to all those that want to learn basic information about the general structure of
telework and what it means to introduce telework into an organisation.
TELEWORK COURSE FOR TRAINERS
The Course presents a complete treatise on the topic of telework addressed to trainers. Starting from
Telework Paradigm up to the study of its application in various contexts. It makes up one of the main
courses of the TES Training Offer.
DESIGNING TELEWORK
In many Organisations, especially in P.A., introduction to Telework presupposes the development of
specific Projects. The Course wishes to provide Trainers and Managers with both the general skills of
Project Management, as well as those necessary for realising “Introduction Telework” projects in an
organisation.
TELEWORK AS BUSINESS
Entrepreneurs and Teleworkers will find in this course the basic skills to study the possibility of using
telework as a way to realize a new business, through the acquisition of knowledge on the range of the
services that is possible to supply in teleworking and on the organisational formalities required to do
this.
TELEWORK IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Decision-makers and Managers of Public Administrations will find in this course the basic skills to study
the possibility of introducing telework into a Public Organisation, through the acquisition of knowledge
on a specific Model of Telework for Public Administrations, especially Local ones.
TELEWORK IN TRAINING
Decision-makers and Managers of Training departments (in general) will find in this course the basic
skills to study the possibility of introducing telework within the Training field. A specific Organisational
model for the organisations involved in Training is studied. This Model is, obviously, linked to Distance
Learning.
TECHNOLOGIES FOR TELEWORK
One of the most important aspects of Telework is its relationship with Information and Communication
Technologies. Especially, the skills in using telematics take on a significant importance. The Course
provides, therefore, the knowledge and skills on the use of tools such as Internet, Email and other
innovative means of communication.
INTRODUCTION TO E-LEARNING
The Course represents an introduction to the topic of e-Learning and Distance Learning. It is addressed
to final users and for this reason deals basically from the operational standpoint; it especially illustrates
the e-Learning TES Platform.
E-LEARNING COURSE FOR TRAINERS
This course represents the other central training tool for trainers. It provides the knowledge and skills
required to plan and manage Distance Courses. Furthermore, a complete knowledge of the e-Learning
TES Platform.
E-AUTHORING FOR E-LEARNING
This course represents an important completion of the course E-LEARNING COURSE FOR TRAINERS.
It provides the methodological and technical fundamentals to face the problem of the realisation of
content delivering through a Distance Learning platforms. The Course develops first the general topic of
Content production for e-Learning, therefore, providing the technical skills for producing content to use
in the e-Learning TES Platform.

4 TES TELESERVICES CENTRE

4.1. Architecture
TES is based on a technological
infrastructure arranged between
three of the five countries in the
partnership: Italy, Greece, and
Romania.
The
entire
infrastructure is managed by a
telematics services centre called
TTC (TES Teleservices Centre).
The TTC is located at the
Institute
"F.GIORDANI"
in
Naples
(the
project’s
coordinating partner) and, again
in Italy but at the headquarters
of the partner ELFO in Siena,
where the "Course Publications
System" of the TES Distance
Platform resides.
The "TES Portal" and an specific "e-Content Management System" is managed at ALL WEB
SOLUTIONS (the Greek partner of TES). And finally, the network regarding the "Project Information
Area" is managed at CTANM (Polytechnic of Bucarest), Romanian partner.
Through the TTC, the system is able to provide all TES services, both educational and informational.
In addition to the Internal Management Services System and its Infrastructure, the Distance Training
Platform and the Information System and Management of TES Course Offers and Participants are also
centralized at the TTC in Naples. The TTC represents the heart of the TES System from the point of
view of technology and services, to set in motion the project’s main goal: to provide both information on
telework and courses, in order to learn what it is and how it can be initiated in various operational
situations (companies and public and private organisations).
4.2. Services Provided
The services provided by the TTC are distinct in relation to the two types of users served by the
technological infrastructure: Local Users and Remote Users.
Local users are users that work within the Project, using the technologies located in the TTC. These
users have the possibility to access the client stations physically located in the TTC, and they can use
all the resources of the local network created in the TTC. Local users include network and infrastructure
managers, but also the distance training course developers and the training managers.
While the course authors—that is, the authors of their content—are generally outside the Centre, the
compilers of e-Contents are at the centre (and also at other partners). These compilers have the task of
transforming content into e-Content in order for it to be supplied through the e-Learning TES Platform.
The e-Content authors use a specific software called "Storyboard Manager" that is integrated in the eLearning TES Platform, to generate the e-learning courses, and to publish them—first in an experimental
form (ELTEST) and then, after approval by the authors and course managers, in their definitive version
(EL).
All remote services of the TTC are accessible both to partners and end-users. Obviously, the activities
of the partners are connected to organisational, managerial, developmental, and maintenance
objectives etc., while those of the end-users are aimed at using TES products and services. All remote
users access TES through the portal at and from there it’s possible to navigate through the sub-sites of
the corresponding TES services.
4.3. The TES Portal
The TES Portal is the means by which the
TES System supplies its services. The Portal
has three public areas and one that manages
the intranet of the partnership.
The three public areas are: Project, Education
& Training and Telework Information.

4.3.1. Project Information Area

The first of these three areas (Project) offers a
large amount of information about the project.
This sub-Web of the Portal hosts all the
information that can help guide users inside
the Project and educate them on all its
defining features.

The Sections of this area are the followings
- Events and Initiatives
- Partnership
- The Project
- What is Telework
- TES Portal
- TES Teleservices Centre
- The e-Learning TES Platform

4.3.2. Education & Training Area (E&T)

The Education & Training Area allows users to: Access the e-Learning TES Platform to enter the
classroom and attend the various courses, to get information on the TES Course Offers and enrolment
procedures, and finally, to submit a request for enrolment. This is therefore one of the central areas of
the TES System. In fact, it is through this sub-Web that TES can provide all of its Training Services.
The TES Training Management System concerns all the aspects related to the access of the Users to
the TES Training Offer. In this sense it is tied both to all the computer aspects for the access to the
training (with relative informative support) and to all the organisational aspects, particularly about the
figures that realize such management.
The System also has a Support Sub-web (E&T Web) inside the TES Portal.

4.3.3. Course Information

This Section of E&T-Web is that which allow the potential TES users to obtain information on the TES
Training Offer and, through one of its sub-sections, submit one’s own enrolment request. This section’s
menu is articulated in the following entries:
Organisation
This is the sub-section home page,
where
the
information
on
the
organisation of TES Education &
Training is provided.
Target
The various targets TES refers to
through its own Training offer are
described in this chapter.
Courses
In this chapter, for each of the Courses
of the TES Training Offer the following
information is provided: Goals and
objectives of the Course, its Targets,
Modules making it up, Forecasted
duration.
e-Learning TES Platform
In this chapter a quick description of the Platform used by TES to deliver content with indication of the
following is given: environmental structure, methodology used, services available for the trainee.
How to Enrol
The description of the enrolment method to the Course is provided in this chapter. The different
enrolment methods are described for the individual Users and for the Organisations.
Enrol Now
This entry allows accessing the enrolment request Form.
Write Us Now
It allows to write an e-mail for further requests by the user about E&T Services.
4.4. Course Enrolments

4.4.1. General aspects

In relationship to the Management of the Education & Training Area, TES divides the User in two
categories:
- Organisations
- Individual Users
This subdivision is necessary whenever we must regulate access of the Users to the Training Services
(Information about FO of TES, Registering Application to the Courses, Composition of the Courses
Virtual Classrooms in the e-Learning TES Platform, etc.).
The sub-system of access to the Training has the followings assignments:
- to define and manage the Information about the TES Training Offer (Courses)
- to analize the Enrol Submition to the Courses
- to contact the Users

- to Enrol the Users in the Courses
- to promote the Services of the TES E&T Area

4.4.2. Enrolment Process

The “WorkFlow of the E&T Services” presupposes, for this type of Users, two different articulations of
the actions of the sub-system.
When a user accesses the Enrolment Section to a Course he can, if he does not require additional
information, to complete an Enrolment Form on the web and register it into the Enrolment Data base.
If the request form enrolment is accepted, the User (or the Users, in the case of an organisation) will be
inserted into the database of the e-Learning TES Platform and therefore in one of the virtual classes
where the chosen Course is performed. Then a confirmation e-mail of the Enrolment and the data for
accessing the classroom will be sent to the user.
4.5. Telework Information Area
Finally, the Telework Information Area is assigned to providing information on all aspects that
characterize telework in Europe, and in particular, those that regard:
- telework training
- accessing telework
in the partnership countries.
Through this sub-web of the TES Portal, TES users can obtain broad and focused information on the
topic of telework. In perspective, this area of the Portal will make it possible to manage a series of
databases intended to bring together telework employment supply and demand through the double
access offered to workers and organisations.

5. TES TECHNOLOGICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL SYSTEM FOR DISTANCE LEARNING
5.1. e-Learning TES Platform
The e-Learning TES Platform is the
component of the infrastructure that
underlies all the phases of production,
delivery, course control, and classroom
managing, training and learning control.
The platform is in line with the main
international standards and allows managing
the e-Learning processes entirely guided. In
the course of training the e-Learners have
tutors and referents at their disposal. Through chats, forums, e-mail, the course students can be helped
and communicate with their teachers and tutors, but also participate in actual discussion areas,
communicate with other Learners in the classroom,
and so on.
When a user is enrolled to a
course he receives a name
and access password to the
platform and, therefore, to
one’s own class. The course
or courses they are enrolled
in will be performed in this
class.
5.2. E&T Organisational
System
The Education and Training Area is managed by an organisation made up by the following groups:
- E&T Co-ordination
- E&T Informative and Promotional Service
- E&T Secretariat
- E&T-Web Maintenance Service

E&T Coordination

Informative and
Promotional Services
of E&T

Secretary Services
of E&T

E&T-Web
Maintenance
Service

6. GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE TES EXPERIENCE AND ON THE FUTURE
The “TES – TELEWORK EDUCATION SYSTEM” has been financed within the scope of the Community
Programme LEONARDO DA VINCI second Phase. The
project Coordinator has been the Industrial Technical
Institute “Francesco Giordani” of Naples (Italy), an high
school.
The Project is valued at approximately EUR 600,000 and
witnesses participation by a partnership of five countries:
Italy, Greece, Ireland, Romania, and Spain. The TES
Project Leader has been the Scholastic Director of the
Institute, Prof. Giovanni ESPOSITO (a co-author of this
papers); the Project Manager was Prof. Giuseppe
D’ANGELO from the same institute (the first author of this papers).
The Project was realized in three years (2000 – 2003). The partnership is made up of 12 organisations
that will be listed at the end of this chapter.
The project has obtained significant results for various reasons. First of all our partnership has worked in
a thorough and constant fashion.
Furthermore, our reference institutions have shown considerable interest in our work: our Ministery of
Education and, in particular, the Italian Agency Leonardo da Vinci (www.programmaleonardo.net), with
the aide of our tutor Mrs. Natalia GUIDO (guido.pil@isfol.it - natalia.guido@libero.it).
But the main reason for our success is certainly the fact that we have
realised our Project within the Leonardo da Vinci programme. Leonardo da
Vinci is, in our opinion, an extraordinary tool to act on the Education and
Professional Training System. A tool which if used properly can effectively
allow a transnational partnership to act in becoming an innovative player of
this System, a small driving force of growth and change.
For the future, in order to keep TES alive, our partnership has decided to found an European Economic
Interest Group (EEIG) – the TES EEIG – whose aim is that of taking in charge the TES legacy
(methodologies, infrastructures, products, etc.), with the purpose of rendering it an active and constant
player of the education and professional training system.
And recognition of the significant results obtained have come also from Brussels since our project has
been chosen among other 24 Leonardo da Vinci Projects to participate in a Forum at the European
Commission on the topic “Quality in Training”, a mainstreaming action that the Commission has placed
in act to identify Good Practices capable of assuming the numerous project initiatives which in these
years have seen the birth within the scope of the Leonardo da Vinci.
7. PARTNERSHIP AND USEFUL ADDRESS
7.1. La Partnership del Progetto TES
Italy:

Public School

Istituto Tecnico
“F.GIORDANI”

Industriale

Industrial Technical Institute

Via M. da Caravaggio, 184 – I
80126 Naples (Italy)
Tel +39-081-644553 - Fax
+39-081-2472312
TES Project Leader: Prof.
Giovanni ESPOSITO

TES Project Manager: Prof. Giuseppe D’ANGELO

Public Local Authority

REGIONE CAMPANIA - Settore Orientamento Professionale (http://www.regione.campania.it)

CAMPANIA REGION - Authority to Training and Vocational Guidance

TES Responsible : Alfredo TAMBORLINI
TES Referent: Mrs. Dora HASSON (settore.orientamento.professionale@regione.campania.it)
COMUNE DI NAPOLI - Assessorato ai Servizi Interni (http://www.comune.napoli.it)

City Municipality – Authority for Internal Services

TES Responsible: Paolo E. CRESCI (pecresci@comune.napoli.it)
TES Referent: Mrs. Maria L. CITARELLA (ptelematiche@comune.napoli.it)

Private Enterprise

Elfo – Engineering Laboratorio di Formazion e Organizzazione Srl (http://www.elfo.it)

Engineering Laboratory of Training and Organisation

TES Responsible: Stefano BERTI (berti@eng.it) (a co-author of this papers)
S3 Acta Srl (http:// www.s3acta.it)

Company for the Development of Organisational Systems

TES Responsible: Mrs. Giovanna SCARPITTI (s3acta@s3acta.it)

Teacher’s Association:

FENICE - Federazione
(http://www.fenice.it)

Nazionale

Insegnanti

Centro

d'iniziativa

per

l'Europa

National Federation of Teachers Initiative Centre for Europe

TES Responsible: Giampiero DE CRISTOFARO (fenice.eu@libero.it)

Schools Network

Greece:

Consorzio HERMES (http:// www.hermescuole.it)
Consortium
TES Responsible: Prof. Lucio PIANESE (orghermes@hermescuole.it)

Private enterprise:

Allweb Solutions S.A. (http:// www.allweb.gr)
TES Responsible : Mr. Menelaos IOANNIDIS (menelaos@allweb.gr)

Ireland:

Job Centre:

Ballymun Job Centre (http:// www. bmunjob.ie)
TES Responsible: Mrs. Elizabeth HARRINGTON( harringtone@bmunjob.ie)

Public Local Authority - City Municipality

Dublin City Council (http:// www.dublincity.ie)
TES Responsible : Mr. Brendan DUNNE (brendan.dunne@dublincity.ie)
Romania:

University - Research Centre

POLITEHNICA University of Bucharest
CTANM – Center for Advanced Technologies (http:// www.ctanm.pub.ro)
TES Responsible : Prof. Tom SAVU (savu@ctanm.pub.ro - tom@tomsavu.net)

Spain:

Public School

Instituto de Education Secundaria “PORTA DA AUGA” (http:// www. portadaauga.org)

Secondary Education Institute

TES
Responsible:
Prof.
(antonio.gregorio.montes@edu.xunta.es)

Antonio

GREGORIO

MONTES

7.2. Contact
To contact TES use the followings references
TES – TELEWORK EDUCATION SYSTEM
Via M.da Caravaggio, 184, 80126 Napoli - Tel. +39-081-7144793 Fax +39-081-2472312
For Information about Educational Offers: info.educational@tesna.it
For Information about other Services. info@leonardotes.org
The Portal: www.leonardotes.org.

